Payroll Reports
The Time Card Report shows a
basic summary of employee
payroll and attendance data for
the selected date range. This
includes the date/day of week,
the category of worked time, the
actual start and stop punches,
attendance codes associated
with the punches, total hours
worked, and a breakdown of the
type of hours for each day.
The Time Card Report totals all
this data and displays any
absences and missing punches
for the selected date range.
The system allows several
variations of this report.
Examples include department
and category summaries and
added detail such as rounded
verses actual punch times and
labor distribution.

Time Card Report
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The system allows you to
print time cards in various
formats. This condensed
one line format shows
punch detail and totals by
category. This report can be
generated by employee,
department, division, or
group. This paper saving
format is excellent for
supervisors to verify the
accuracy of hours and
correct any exceptions

Payroll Reports

Weekly Hours Report
The Weekly Hours Report
shows a summary of an
employee’s hours for the
selected date range. The
hours are broken out by
their respective classes
(Regular and up to three
levels of Overtime).

Payroll Reports
The Department Summary
Report summarizes the
hours which have been
applied to each
“Department.” The hours
are broken out by their
respective classes (Reg,
OT1, OT2, OT3, and Unpaid).
“Departments” and “Jobs”
are standard levels of Labor
Distribution. Each
employee can be assigned
to a home department/job
and then transfer to
different departments and
jobs throughout the day.
Different wages can be
assigned to an employee for
each department and job.
The flexible Time America
system allows you to
change the names of
department and job to
match your company’s
terminology.

Department Summary Report

Payroll Reports
Shift Summary Report

Shift Summary Report

The Shift Summary Report
gives a summary of the
hours worked in each shift
for the select date range.
The hours are shown as
totals for each employee
and also as a summary for
the entire shift.

Payroll Reports

Used as the input to Payroll,
the Category Summary
Report breaks out the
employee’s hours into their
respective pay class. In
addition, the report also
indicates on which day
the category occurred
making it easy to spot
trends. For example, the
employee has taken five
sick days all on Fridays or
Mondays.

Category Summary Report

Attendance Reports
In / Not
In Report
ShiftWho’s
Summary
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This Management Report
allows the operator to show
all the employees who are
punched IN or OUT at a
specific date and time. A
unique feature of this report
is the ability to also show
any transactions or
transfers that may have
occurred after the IN punch.
This is useful in tracking the
employee’s current location.

Attendance Reports

The Attendance Report
shows employees with
attendance infractions. The
employee’s scheduled start
and stop time are shown in
comparison to their actual
punches, along with the
attendance code and a
description of the infraction.
Attendance Codes
correspond with
transactions that fall within
the defined time zones. For
example, IL equals In Late
and OE equals Out Early.

Attendance Code Report
Attendance Code Reportt

Attendance Reports

Used for employee review
purposes, the Attendance
Count Report is similar to
the Attendance Report
except that it provides the
user with a tally of the
various Attendance Codes
that have occurred within
the selected date range
(i.e. the number of “IN
LATE” infractions for the
past month). This report
also lists the number of
absences with any date
range the user selects.

Attendance Count Report

Attendance Reports
Annual Attendance Count Report

This easy to file report is a
must for your employee
records. With the Annual
Attendance Code Report
you can easily access
information on the
employee’s attendance
history from the number of
specific user defined
infractions, right down
to the days on which they
occurred.

Human Resource Reports

Never again will you pay
overtime just because you
needed to have an employee
“fill in” for someone else. Just
run the Approaching Overtime
Report. This report lists all
employees in the selected range
and their hours worked up-tothe minute. The report allows
managers to adjust employees’
schedules in order to minimize
over-time payouts.

Approaching Overtime Report

Human Resource Reports

This report allows you to easily
qualify employees for Benefit
Entitlement. When running this
report you can select to only
show those employees that
have reached a specific length
of service. By selecting to
show only those employees in
their 11th month, the Seniority
Report can be used to notify
you of upcoming anniversaries.

Seniority Report

Human Resource Reports
Employee Benefits Report
These reports are used to track
employees use of company
benefits. Both reports may be
run by employee (shown above)
which shows the employee and
their benefits taken, or by
benefit, showing the amount
taken by each employee. You
may also select to show only
those employees who have
exceeded the maximum amount
of benefit time, or have under
a specified amount remaining.
By utilizing the Benefit Accruals
Module, allowed balances
can be automatically updated
utilizing your company’s
benefit accrual formulas.

Human Resource Reports

This valuable management tool
compares budgeted hours and
wages with those that were
actually worked. In addition,
this report also compares hours
and wages based on scheduled
work times. The Actual vs
Budgeted report can show you
the individual employee detail,
so you can compare efficiencies
of employees working on the
same task. By breaking out time
by regular, three different
overtimes, and any
miscellaneous costs, the
system gives you a concise
illustration of where your time/
dollars are being squandered.

Actual vs. Budgeted Wage Report

Exceptions Reports

The Missing Punch Report will
show any missing transactions
that have occurred during the
selected date range. Two
instances where a missing
punch may be generated are:
1. When an employee punches
in for the day but does not
punch out at the end of the day,
or
2. If an employee was
scheduled to work on a given
day but does not punch on that
day. Used in conjunction with
the Auto Process feature, this
report provides an effective
means of catching punch errors
before they become payroll
errors.

Absence and Missing Punch Report

Exceptions Reports

The Overtime Hours Exceptions
Report is a valuable tool used to
control overtime. This report
will show any employee’s
overtime hours that exceed the
value defined in the employee’s
policy. A signature line is also
available for supervisor use.

Overtime Hours Exceptions

Exceptions Reports
Hours Exceptions Report
The Hours Exceptions Report
allows you to easily flag
employees with total hours that
fall outside your pay policies
acceptable range. Inside the
employee’s pay policy you
define ranges for both daily and
period hours. In addition, you
can also define a maximum
number of consecutive hours
(gross hours) an employee may
be on-the-clock. If the
employee’s total hours fall
outside the defined range they
will be flagged on one of these
reports. The report will also
show the variance from your
defined range.

Scheduling Reports

Individual Schedule Report
The Individual Employee
Schedule Report shift group,
individual shift number, shift
name, and daily start/stop times
assigned to the selected
employees for the selected date
range. This report may be
handed out to employees
indicating the employee’s
upcoming work schedule.

Scheduling Reports
Shift Coverage Report

The Shift Coverage Report is a
management tool used for
scheduling daily workloads.
This report will show the
number of employees
scheduled for each shift, on
each day of the pay period, for
the selected date range in
calendar format. The report
breaks out each shift and
shows the shift start/stop times
for quick reference.

Scheduling Reports

The Who’s Scheduled Report
can be printed in a coverage
form which provides a graphical
representation of your
employee’s schedules. This
report shows voids in
scheduling and where the day
may be over or understaffed.
Besides the normal reporting
selections, this report can
graphically depict Scheduled,
Not Scheduled, Both, or Off
Today.

Who’s Scheduled Report
Who’s Scheduled Report

Wage / Charge Reports

This report provides a complete
breakdown of hours and wages
per employee sorted by group.
This report may be used to
provide supervisors the total
hours their employees have
worked and the gross wages
earned. This report can also
be used as a comparison to the
payroll journal.

Employee Wage Report

Wage / Charge Reports
Department Wage Report

The Department Wage Report
provides a complete breakdown
of wages for the period
attributed to each department.
This report can be used for
General Ledger posting or
budget versus actual analysis.

Job Costing

The Job Cost List is a detailed
listing of all the jobs numbers
entered into the system. This
list contains information such
as the job name and number,
the active/inactive status of the
job, the number of budgeted
hours and dollars, and wages
assigned to the job.

Job Code List

Job Costing

The Employee Job Cost List
shows job cost level scheduling
for selected employees in the
selected date range.
Employees may be scheduled
two levels of time tracking.

Employee Job Cost Schedule List

Job Costing
Labor Level Distribution Report

The Labor Distribution Report
summarizes total time by up to
eight user selectable groupings
of distribution (employee, shift,
department, job, and pay
category). In addition you can
also select the hierarchy order
in which you want the totals to
be reported. The two reports
shown represent two groupings
(employee/job) sorted opposite
ways.

Job Costing
Labor Level Wage Distribution Report
The Wage Distribution Report is
similar to the Labor Distribution
Report in that it summarizes
total time by up to eight
groupings of distribution.
However, the Wage Distribution
Report also shows dollars
spent. Also, employees may
have multiple wages per job or
any user defined level. The
system allows you to change
wages mid-pay period. In
addition, you can also select the
hierarchy order in which you
want the totals to be reported.
The two reports shown
represent two groupings
(employee/job and department/
job).

Job Costing
This valuable management tool
compares budgeted hours and
wages with those that were
actually worked. In addition,
this report can also compare
scheduled work times. The
Actual vs Budgeted Wage
Report can show you the
individual employee detail, so
you can compare the efficiency
of employees working on the
same task. By breaking out
time by regular and three
different overtimes, the system
gives you a concise illustration
of where your time/dollars are
being squandered. By using the
Forecasting feature of the
software, the system can be
used to project budgets and
anticipate cost overruns. This
report can be run by pay period
or over any special time frame.

Actual vs. Budgeted Wage Report

TSI-1000 PRO Integrated Modules

Bell Control Module

Bell Control

The data collection terminal
uses this schedule to activate a
user supplied bell, alarm, or
other audible signaling device.
Each terminal can be
programmed with a different
schedule.
A Bell Schedule contains up to
48 bells. Each bell consists of
time of day to ring, which days
of the week to ring, and
duration of the ring.
This means each data collection
terminal can be programmed to
ring up to 336 individual bells
per week.

Bell Schedule List
Bell Schedule List

Benefits & Accruals Module

Benefits & Accruals

Benefit Administration is a
powerful tool for preventing
unauthorized leave time. Also,
Workforce Accruals is flexible
enough to facilitate complex
leave and benefits policies and
transform them into easy to
understand and enforce daily
practices. Benefit
Administration is completely
integrated with Time & Labor
calculations of employee leave
balances and enforcement of
leave policies occurs
automatically without rekeying
of data. Benefit Administration
is also integrated with
Workforce Scheduling
providing managers the
convenience of pre scheduling
leave.

Benefits Detail
Benefits Detail List

